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Disclaimer
• This presentation (“Presentation”) outlines high level information regarding the Privatisations Programme of the Republic of Cyprus.
• Nothing in this Presentation should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future and it should not be regarded under
any circumstances as material promoting investment in any Privatisations Programme assets or participation in any tenders for providing
professional services required for the execution of the Privatisations Programme.
• This Presentation: (i) is not an offer or invitation to purchase or sell securities or assets in any jurisdiction, whether in relation to any
Privatisations Programme assets or otherwise, nor any form of commitment or recommendation (ii) will not, and nor will any other oral
or written information made available to any person, form the basis of any contractual or other agreement (iii) does not contain all the
information that an investor may wish to have in determining whether to invest in any Privatisations Programme assets (e.g. does not
contain an analysis of risk factors) (iv) should not be regarded as prompting to invest, or providing investment advice and (v) shall not be
taken as any form of commitment on the part of Government of Cyprus.
• The Presentation has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information or information available to any interested party. It is
important to note that such information was not verified or validated by us in any sense and we do not accept any form of responsibility
or provide any assurance as regards the reasonableness, validity, verifiability and plausibility of this information. You should conduct your
own investigation and analysis of the data and information described in the Presentation (which does not purport to be comprehensive).
• It is stressed that this Presentation does not outline all the factors that any potential investor or interested advisor that wishes to
participate in the Privatisations Programme, should consider and the decision as to what action to take as regards a potential investment
decision or participation in a tender procedure respectively, ultimately remains the sole responsibility of the interested party.
• No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given to any person for the accuracy or completeness of any information contained
in this Presentation, or any other written or oral information provided in connection therewith or any data which any such information
generates. We are not responsible to any person for providing advice in relation to the Privatisations Programme or providing any
protections afforded. Any person considering any potential investment/ tendering in relation to the Privatisation Programme must seek
their own independent financial, legal, tax and any other professional advice deemed necessary for the purpose of comprehensively
evaluating any possible action.
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OVERVIEW OF THE PRIVATISATIONS PROGRAMME
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Privatisations Programme framework
• The Privatisations Law (2014) sets the legal and institutional framework for privatisations
• The above law established the Privatisations Unit (“PU”), which:
-

Operates under the Commissioner of Privatisations, who reports to the Interministerial
Committee for Privatisations
Implements the decisions of the Council of Ministers and the Interministerial Committee
for Privatisations

• The privatisation of certain assets/ licenses has been assigned to the competent ministries

• The total revenue target of the Privatisations Programme is €1,4bln
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Privatisations Programme: key assets for investment
• CYTA
- A four-play telecoms provider with
operations in Cyprus and overseas
• EAC
- A fully integrated electricity provider

CYTA

• Real estates assets*
Real Estate
assets

Privatisations
Programme

EAC

• Commercial activities of Limassol port*
• Licensing of Casino*
• National Lottery

Other SOEs &
licences

• Cyprus Stock Exchange
• Cyprus State Fairs Authority
• Cyprus Petroleum Storage Company
*Projects managed/ to be managed by the competent Ministries
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State’s key objectives*– Ministerial Council decision
1• Successful implementation in terms of proceeds and timing
2• Reduce the annual State budget deficit and public debt
3• Attract foreign investments and create beneficial externalities
4• Enhance long term growth of the economy and the creation of new job positions
5• Strengthen competition
6• Improve efficiency, productivity and utilisation

7• Improve product offering: cost and quality of services for the consumer
8• Maximise value for the State
9• Protect public interests

*As per the Ministerial Council’s Decision 76.153
of 5 December 2013
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PU’s approach
1• Open, international processes

2• Transparency and equitable treatment
3• Appointment of high calibre advisors to run the processes
4• Proper preparation and analyses before commencement of transaction process
5• Ensure smooth implementation of every transaction process
6• Communication, coordination with and participation of all stakeholders
7• Professionalism
8• Confidentiality
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Attracting the right investors
Investor requirements

PU process implemented

1

Certainty of process

• MoU timetable
• Globally reputable advisors

2

Certainty of terms of deal

• Realistic Government objectives from the start
• Market guidance from advisors

3

Clear process

• Process letter
• Pre-defined process stages and clear timetable

4

Tailored process

• Match type of investors
• Incorporate risk - return appetite

5

Managed risks and due diligence

• Privatisations Law
• VDD
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Experience and lessons from precedent processes
1

Subtlety and nuance make a difference.

2

Preparation before the process is key.

3

Clear objectives; Clear process; Clear timetable: target investors accordingly.

4

Every subsequent process phase is more important that the previous phase.

5

Competitive processes are made not born.

6

The human element matters.

7

The process will reflect the advisers’ level of intensity, experience, energy and integrity.

8

Private investors are excellent at pricing risks.
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PROGRESS SO FAR
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CYTA – established good fundamentals…
… but there’s a lot more that has to be done collectively
• Aim: credibility, experience, transparency and smooth execution
- Comfort to investors on process
- Achieve stakeholder objectives
Sole Financial
advisor

Legal
advisors

Accounting
advisor

Technical/
Commercial advisor

• Commenced the preparation of CYTA ahead of launching the process to find a strategic investor
• Initiated the required involvement of CYTA’s management and Board of Directors
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CYTA – the road ahead: Phase 1…
… golden rule: prepare, prepare, prepare

Phase 1: preparation of transaction elements
• Process structuring and technical decisions
• Financials
• Transaction documentation

Avoid delays during transaction execution

Maintain investor interest and commitment

• Information for due diligence of investors
• Analyses

Secure robust execution phase

• Valuation
• Business plan

Minimise price and qualitative proposal
deviations
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Phase 2: a multi stage process – not a simple auction
• A process to secure multiple objectives, typically organised in four phases:
1

Expressions of Interest

2

Indicative, non-binding proposals

3

Binding proposals

4

Final negotiations and signing

Requires seamless work and
cooperation:
- Advisers
- Organisation/ Management
- PU
- Government
- Parliament

• Organised so as to gradually disclose to investors more information, placing them in a position
to submit offers that are more and more binding.
• Successive phases/ rounds act as filters to eliminate bidders who submit less attractive or
credible offers vis-à-vis the State’s objectives:
- Proceed to each subsequent round with only the best offers.
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EAC – a longer preparation process…
… analyse & identify EAC’s optimal legal unbundling, corporatisation and privatisation options
• An international public procurement procedure for the appointment of an independent energy
advisor to:
-

Advise on EAC’s restructuring, legal unbundling and corporatisation options

-

Analyse and recommend privatisation options – supported by investor sounding exercise

-

Perform international benchmarking, including cost structures

• The expected appointment of the energy advisor is April 2015; analysis completion in
August 2015
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Real Estate – a structured approach
• The Government has compiled a list of 38 land assets as candidates to be evaluated for
investors:
- Most in Nicosia
73% of the total value
- High-value plots
nearly 70% of the total value relates to 7 plots
• The PU has launched a tender competition for the appointment of an independent advisor:

Phase I

38 State land assets: Valuation, suggestions to enhance commercial attractiveness,
secure positive market impact, detailed plan and timetable with intermediate steps

Phase II

Other State real estate assets/ buildings: Analysis for the optimal way of
administering, managing and exploiting the assets
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Real Estate – securing a positive market impact
• In relation to Phase I (38 land assets) :
-

Suggestions for improving commercial viability and attractiveness

-

Options for optimal method and structure for investor involvement

-

Strategy for positive impact on the real estate market

• The advisor scope of work does not include the actual sale of any real estate asset
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Contact Person
Constantinos Herodotou
Commissioner of Privatisations
Tel.:

+357 22 601277, +357 22 601113

Mob.:

+357 99 868525

E-mail: cherodotou@privatisations.gov.cy
commissioner@privatisations.gov.cy
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